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U8s

Session 8: Dribbling

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Movement and ball control
-Turning and changing direction
-Heads up and space awareness

Activity 1

SHADOW DRIBBLE:
(10-15min)
Two players (Leader and
Shadow) each with a ball
will dribble their soccer
balls in the grid. The
leader will determine where
they are going while the
shadow will try to keep up
with the leader.

Click to insert session diagram

Progression:
-Make space smaller or larger

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

CAPTURE THE BALL
(15-20min)Players divided
into equal teams with each
team’s home in the corners.
Soccer balls in the middle.
All players starting inside
their home bases. On
command, players each get
one ball. They try to dribble
it into their home base.
Players can steal balls from
opponent’s home bases.

-Short and long touches
-Speed
-Teamwork

Click to insert session diagram

-Heavy touch and light touch
-Change direction and change
pace

-Close touch
-Using appropriate part of foot to
keep body between defender and
ball
-Head and eye need to be moving
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-What part of the foot can you use
to shield

-Appropriate touch and pace on
ball
-Control ball at "base"
-Team communication

Progression
-Change the number of soccer ball DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-Restrict dribbling options
-When did you take long touches?
Short touches
- (less balls than players) How did
you decide who was going to get a
ball?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

DISCOVERY QUESTION:
Progression:
-Why is it good to change direction
-Use only favorite foot or other foot. -What part of the foot can you use
-Leader must make a move
to change direction

-Shielding technique
-Proper body contact
-Balance

Activity 2

STEAL SHIELD (10-15min)
2 players with one ball. One
player starts with the ball
and at coach’s command,
his/her partner tries to
steal the ball away. Play
30-45 second matches. The
player that ends with the
ball gets a point.

Objectives

Click to insert session diagram

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
-Ask the kids how they know when
they are working hard. Why is it
important to work hard? Where
else do you need to work hard?
HOMEWORK:
Dribble around yard. When you
get close to an object do a cut back
and start your dribble with speed.
20 times.
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